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Four Directions Marketing. Paperback. Condition: New. 500 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x
1.4in.What if Beneath fathoms of primordial sea and sand, broken shards and fragments of an
unknown civilization were uncovered that changed our perceptions of mankinds genesis into a
whole new paradigm that neither science or religion can explain. It became evident that the earths
people in that golden age of time were capable of living without laws because love was the only law
perceived by gentle souls who knew no terror, until neighbors of an other-worldly nature arrived to
lay claim over the power of the earth. In these forbidden fragments we meet two people, from two
stars, who became forgotten pieces of a story the Powers of the Universe never meant to become
visible to a new dawn. Ea Was he a lizard, a bird, a fish, a serpent or was he just a man He came from
the abyss of the watery sky sea, from a dying star, to find resources of earth gold to save the waning
atmosphere of Nibiru. Instead, he found gold in the eyes of an earth girl. Alsionee Tree Song She
was born at the Yule spin, in the grotto...
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ReviewsReviews

I actually began looking over this pdf. This can be for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I am easily can get a enjoyment of
reading through a written publication.
-- Rafael Feeney Jr.-- Rafael Feeney Jr.

This composed book is wonderful. It is amongst the most awesome book i actually have read through. You will like the way the author create this
publication.
-- Miss Fanny Osinski V-- Miss Fanny Osinski V
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